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screamingfrog.com is the premier url shortener for the web, and it's free! it's also a major search
engine optimization (seo) tool, and we just released version 12.5 of the software. screamingfrog.com
is a service of cleverbridge network, inc. and is based in washington, dc. the software is supported
by the u.s. government. the url shortener was conceived by my colleague chris matcovich, and i was
recently hired to work on the product. in addition to url shortening, the screamingfrog.com web
crawler is also used to find new domains to shorten. this software is updated weekly, so be sure to
check back often. this is the latest version of the software. i've been working on it for a few months,
so some changes are due to my efforts. i know that some of you will be confused by this and some of
you will be annoyed with me for changing the product. i'm sorry, but i think this is the best way to
go. i'm leaving the old url shortening software behind so that i can focus on a few other projects that
i have. the previous version of this product was renamed to screaming frog seo spider, which i'm still
going to use for my own personal seo work. the screaming frog name is only going to be used for the
url shortener, but this version has a lot of new features that will make it a very useful tool for seo
work. you'll be able to see my posts on seo issues and hear my opinions on how seo works.
screaming frog seo spider is an open source, desktop application that crawls websites and spider
finds out html, xhtml and css. screaming frog has a built-in search engine that indexes websites for
deep crawling, and spiders out pages for indexing, it provides various ways to improve web pages
for search engines by using many different techniques.
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